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Bulky Exhibls - Inventory of Property, -.Tared os Evidence ame , . 
FD-192 (Hev. 11-18-64) Leena . 

~ @ 1 . fee Date 1/3/64 

. nna Check, when submitting semiannual inventory, i no previous correspondence with Bureau. tte 

Bufile Statue of Submitting Office Pile # . 
Case - 

{ | | Pallas sf 100~20462 C1BOD © 
105-82 ‘ 5. P © [Oitice of Origin File @ TF, 

- _ Daliags oS : 
Title and Character of Case ‘ 

LEE BARVEY OSWALD aka 
I5 ~- R ~ CUBA 

Date Property Acquired Source From Which Property Acquired ,; 

‘ ! 
11/22/63 Bureau . 

Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reaann for Retention of Pro rty and Efforts Mnde to Dinpose of Same 

. As original evidence is retained at the Bureau, 
Bulky Exhibit Files thig exhibit, .which 1s photographs of original 

evidence, is retained for reference purposes, 
Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same 

& boxes containing photographs of items belonging to subject and 
wife MARINA, acquired by the Dallas PD from the RUTH PAINE resi- 
dence, 2515 West 5th St., Irving, Texas, and from the last resi- 
dence of subject, ‘1026 N, Beckley, Dallas. , , 

-These photographs consist of four sets of photographs on —~ 

: Jarge, rough paper and two sets prepared on smaller, glossy photo- | 

graphic paper, and one partial set on larger, glossy photographic 

paper. : ; . 

It will be noted the glossy photographs (small) were taken | 
after examination by the Laboratory and the writing is not too distinct -- 
on many of the exhibits. 

It is believed these exhibits should be retained for an 
+ 

indefinite period for reference work, ; 

(Sce Inventory List maintained in 1-A Exhibit File of 
100-104G61 for a complete listing of the photographed dtems.) 

Items B-2, B-17, and B-18 returned to Dallas PD, 6/23/64. 
i - . 

(Original evidence maintained FBI Lab; 'these are photos of items of ~ 

evidence which photos were furnished to Dallas by the Bureau, It;should 

be noted these photos and list of items have been superseded by hotes 
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a SEMIANNUAL INVENTORY CERTIFICATION TO JUSTIFY RFFBNTION OF PROPERTY Cnitial end dete) 
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: ‘and inventory list furnished ‘by Bureau 2/1/64, covering -”, 
“"" Ytems 1 through 455; Al through A&85; Bl through B33; Cl 

- through C248; Dl through D72; and Jl through J10.) wo 

“p72 returned to RUTH PAINE, 4/28/64, RG . 
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